One of my favourite images of Walter Pagel (1898Pagel ( -1983) is a photograph taken of him in 1978: an old man in his study surrounded by his books, heaps of papers, old envelopes, a pot of glue and trailing electric wires (see Plate la).' It vividly expresses Pagel's character as I came to know it while cataloguing his papers-a character which showed very strongly compared to those of some other people whose papers I have worked with, where no real sense of the individual could be felt. In the photograph of Pagel in his study, I particularly liked the chaos in the room-similar to the chaos of his papers when I came to catalogue them! The books are arranged on shelves in some order, but are untidy through use, many standing at a slant, with pages flagged with slips of paper, and sheaves of notes heaped on top. Like the books, with their semblance of order, the seven large boxes of Pagel's papers did have some underlying structure, but they were working papers, in the same way that his bookshelves can be seen to be a live and constantly consulted resource.
well-ordered and physically stable collection, a little of the feel of the creator is inevitably lost. The effect is a rather like visiting the house of a famous deceased, where the furniture and effects have been faithfully preserved, but none of the clutter of everyday living is evident, so has to be imagined or felt. But, of course, it is impossible to preserve the clutter: the sink full of dirty dishes, the heap of clothes in the laundry basket and the ashtray full of cigarette butts. Even after undergoing the tidying up processes, Pagel's papers still give a vivid sense of his character and experience.
Pagel's papers were deposited in the Contemporary Medical Archives Centre (CMAC) at the Wellcome Institute by his son, Professor Bernard Pagel, in 1982 . A few additional letters were donated by their recipients after a Pagel Memorial Symposium at the Wellcome Institute in December 1983. On receipt of the collection, some grouping of papers was evident, but it was in a state of considerable disorder. An initial listing was carried out in 1984 by Dr Marianne Winder, the former Curator of Oriental Manuscripts at the Wellcome Institute and a friend of Pagel, which was invaluable in helping to identify many of the letters with illegible signatures and the photographs. Other papers were grouped together in bundles or envelopes with Pagel's annotations about their content and provenance. However, much reorganization and arrangement was still necessary in order to reunite correspondence series which had become scattered throughout the boxes, and to arrange the material in a coherent order. It is a rich collection: reflecting both strands of Pagel's career, as a pathologist and a medical historian, with additional material relating to Pagel's father, Julius (1851 -1912 , the eminent German medical historian. The range of materials themselves is wide: including correspondence, notes, book manuscripts, published articles, certificates and photographs.
Section A of the archive consists of papers and photographs connected with Pagel's personal and family life, and includes the papers relating to his father. Julius Pagel was appointed as the first professor of medical history at the Friedrich Wilhelms Universitat in Berlin in 1898, a post he held until his death in 1912, but, because he was Jewish, the appointment was classed as "Unestablished" and was unpaid. Consequently, he continued to practise as a doctor in Wedding, a working-class district of Berlin, and the overwork may have contributed to his ill health and subsequent untimely death. The group of papers and photographs relating to Julius Pagel is small, but illuminating both of his situation, and of Walter's relationship to him. Household accounts and family correspondence give a sense of his middle-class Jewish background,2 and an indication of the demands of his medical practice in Wedding is given by a letter of sickness certification to an insurance company, written for one of his patients in a very shaky handwriting not long before Julius 
